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Acknowledgement of Traditional Custodians
The Victorian Government proudly acknowledges Victoria’s 
Aboriginal communities and their rich cultures and pays respect to 
their Elders past, present and emerging. We acknowledge Aboriginal 
people as Australia’s First People and as the Traditional Owners and 
custodians of the land and water on which we rely. We recognise and 
value the ongoing contribution of Aboriginal people and communities 
to Victorian life and how this enriches us. We embrace the spirit of 
reconciliation and ensuring that Aboriginal voices are heard.

Victorian Planning Authority’s commitment
The Victorian Planning Authority commits to continuing to improve 
our practices, to better protect and acknowledge Aboriginal values 
and heritage in our plans, precinct structure plans and strategic 
documents.

The protection of tangible and intangible Aboriginal cultural heritage 
is an important part of continuing cultural practice, understanding 
history and recognition of the Traditional Owners of Victoria. 
Commonwealth and State Acts and Regulations provide protection of 
places and areas of Aboriginal cultural heritage significance.

The ultimate custodians of Aboriginal cultural heritage are 
Traditional Owners, including groups formally recognised as 
Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) which are appointed by 
the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Council under the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act 2006. In 2022 there are 11 RAPs with decision-making 
responsibilities for approximately 74 per cent of Victoria. Traditional 
Owner Groups without formal recognition also have a vital role to 
play as key partners and stakeholders.

Strategic planning for Aboriginal cultural heritage also involves a 
range of different stakeholders including State Government agencies, 
local government, developers, landowners and community groups.

The Traditional Owners of the Eastern Metro region, and specifically 
the land where Casey Fields South & Devon Meadows PSP is located, 
are the Bunurong people of the Kulin Nation.
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Introduction
The Victorian Planning Authority (VPA), in partnership with City of 
Casey, is preparing the Casey Fields South and Devon Meadows 
Precinct Structure Plan (PSP), with input from state government 
partners and the local community.

The Casey Fields South and Devon Meadows PSP is made up of 
two contiguous PSPs that share the South Gippsland Highway as 
a border. The precinct is located on the edge of the urban growth 
boundary within the City of Casey municipality.

This document represents a ‘working’ vision and purpose, with 
planning objectives, priority place outcomes and actions that will 
be drawn upon to inform a draft precinct structure plan and options 
presented in future co-design workshops. The ideas and priorities 
reflect those gathered from both pitching and vision and purpose 
workshops with landowners, councils, agencies and Traditional 
Owners. It is expected that the technical studies underway will test 
and validate these ideas, along with methods to achieve the relevant 
targets set out by the Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines: New 
Communities in Victoria.

PSP 2.0 process
The PSP 2.0 process is a new way forward in planning. The VPA works 
closely with councils and local communities, government agencies, 
landowners and developers to prepare precinct structure plans for 
new communities on Melbourne’s fringe.

The process shapes future communities by considering a range of 
aspects such as transport, roads, buildings, housing, community 
facilities, environment and open space. 

Our approach aligns with the Victorian Government’s policy of 
20-minute neighbourhoods, which focuses on living locally to ensure 
accessible, safe and attractive communities. 

What is the role of the VPA?
The VPA is leading the planning of this precinct. We are working with 
stakeholders to implement Victorian Government policy to deliver 
employment and residential land use in the area.  

We are working in collaboration with the local council, City of Casey, 
government agencies and other relevant stakeholders to achieve the 
best outcomes for the local communities.
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1 What we heard
Early engagement overview
The objective of the Vision and purpose workshop was to develop 
the ideas and information that was captured in the pitching session 
summary document (available on the VPA website) into a clear vision 
of what the PSP aims to achieve in the future and how we will get 
there. 

What we heard will guide placemaking and the configuration of land 
use and infrastructure outcomes, which will be outlined in the PSP 
and infrastructure contributions plan (ICP) during the next phase.

Our approach:

• Keeps the vision for the precinct high-level 

• Gives certainty where we can 

• Gives stakeholders a clear line of sight to proposed planning 

• Provides a draft vision to test with stakeholders at the next stage 

Workshop summary
On Tuesday 8 March 2022, the VPA held the Casey Fields South and 
Devon Meadows PSP Vision and purpose workshop where we met with 
approximately 70 people, including:

• Landowners and their representatives from across the precinct

• The City of Casey

• Melbourne Water 

• South East Water

• The Department of Transport (DoT)

• The Department of Education and Training (DET) 

• Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne 

The workshop was held online via Zoom. It was the second phase 
of early engagement under the PSP 2.0 process, and the first 
opportunity for all stakeholders to come together to discuss the 
information from the pitching sessions held in February 2022. 

The purpose of the workshop was to:

• Validate the emerging vision and themes captured in the pitching 
session summary document and give stakeholders an opportunity 
to provide feedback.

• Consolidate ideas from the pitching phase and develop them 
into a clear framework to guide the configuration of the PSP and 
infrastructure contributions plan (ICP).

The workshop was an informal setting for participants to openly 
explore issues and information in small groups before sharing 
insights to form a common understanding of the important themes. 
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Emerging themes
These are the five themes that 
emerged from early engagement from 
stakeholders so far and form the key 
components of the future precinct: 

1 Land, water and vegetation

2 Activity and community

3 Connection and transportation 

4 Employment 

5 Neighbourhood character

This document is structured around 
these themes and tracks their 
interrogation through early phases 
of engagement to set out a planning 
framework for the future of the 
precinct. 

What we
heard

CONNECTION &
TRANSPORTATION

ACTIVITY & 
COMMUNITY

EMPLOYMENT

NEIGHBOURHOOD
CHARACTER

LAND, WATER
& VEGETATION

Equitable stormwater & 
drainage management

Integration and connection 
with the natural environment

Retain and protect 
significant vegetation 

& natural featuresDevelopment should 
reflect & respond to 

topography 

Tell the story 
of Country

Eco/cultural/heritage 
tourism

Harvesting/re-use of 
stormwater (e.g. for 

irrigation)

Synergy between 
stormwater & 

biodiversity
Water is an 
opportunity

Water and drainage as 
a positive placemaking 

feature

Facilities and services 
reflect the needs of the 
community & workers

Activity centres that 
maximise access & 

complement neighbouring 
communities

Mixture of uses 
& co-location

After hours uses to 
provide activation

Public places and 
spaces that are safe, 

inclusive, & inviting

Heavy vehicle 
movement necessary 
for employment land

Strong physical connections 
between Devon Meadows 

and Botanic Ridge 

Create an 
environment that 
prioritises people

High amenity streets 
that support local 

character 

Provide strong active 
transport links to 
local destinations 

Safe connections to/ 
across the highway

How will walkability 
translate into an 

employment precinct?

Consider the relationship with 
existing/planned activity and 

employment areas 

Need to better 
understand the vision 

for employment

Flexibility to respond 
& adapt to market 

conditions 

Plan for multiple 
development horizons

Attractive to 
business & workers

Connect employment 
with residential areas

Balance amenity 
with functionality

The future of existing businesses 
in Devon Meadows needs to be 

considered
Gender inclusive 

employment outcomes

Walkable, safe 
and inclusive

Consider and respond 
to existing context

Connect and 
integrate the 

precincts 

Ensure housing 
diversity

Embrace the natural 
character of the area

Celebrate Aboriginal 
cultural heritage

Southern gateway 
to the city

Use greater density/intensity to 
transition between employment 

& residential areas

Devon Road should be a 
key character feature in 

Devon Meadows
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Precinct Structure Planning 

Guidelines:New Communities in Victoria

October 2021

Proposed planning framework
Information from pitching and the vision and purpose workshop has 
been consolidated and refined into a working vision and planning 
framework articulating what we aim to achieve, what we want to 
deliver, and how to get there. It describes the high-level ambitions for 
the precinct and explains its role within the broader urban landscape. 

Our planning acknowledges the significance of some objectives over 
others and aims to reach a balance where competing interests exist. 
We aim to be transparent, accountable and efficient in our proposed 
planning framework. 

PSP Guidelines targets
Alongside each of the themes in this document, we 
have identified the PSP Guidelines targets that are 
applicable. The targets are typically standards or 
metrics that are relevant to all PSPs and are taken 
from the Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines: 
New Communities in Victoria (2021).

We aspire to include the following targets in our 
planning, taken from Victorian Government policy:

• High-quality public realm

• Infrastructure co-ordination

• Services and destinations 

• Thriving local economies

• Safe, accessible and well connected

• High-quality public realm

• Viable densities
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2 Vision & purpose
Casey Fields South and Devon Meadows combine the 
future heart of Casey’s economy with a superb lifestyle 
and recreation setting to provide a vibrant and inclusive 
20-minute neighbourhood exemplifying the principles of 
living locally. 

Casey Fields South will become a flexible, next generation 
employment precinct delivering benchmark standards of design 
quality and amenity that make it a first-choice business address in 
the south-east.

The precinct will deliver land for 4,200 jobs centrally located to 
several of Casey’s emerging residential communities, reducing 
the need to travel out of Casey for work and making a critical 
contribution to the overall sustainability of the south-east region’s 
growth areas.

Underpinning the vision for Casey Fields South is a robust and 
adaptable urban structure comprised of a compact, high-amenity 
urban core and network of flexible employment sub-precincts that 
will provide space for a diverse mix of industry and business to grow 
and innovate. 

A permeable network of streets with strong physical connections to 
the surrounding environment will cater for heavier vehicle movements 
required to support business while also supporting public and active 
modes of transport.

With excellent access to major transport routes, the future Clyde 
Major Activity Centre and train station, and several regionally-
significant open space and recreation destinations, Casey Fields 
South enjoys a unique point of difference that will make it attractive 
to both businesses and workers alike. 

Devon Meadows will be an immersive, walkable residential 
neighbourhood that is home to nearly 10,000 residents living in 
3,000 homes in a seamless blend of modern urban living and natural 
landscape character. 

The precinct is formed around Devon Road, a densely vegetated, 
high-amenity character spine that spans the length of the precinct. 
Activity centres anchored at either end of Devon Road serve as 
the focal points for community life, providing local opportunities 
for shopping, education, community services, entertainment and 
recreation. 

Branching streets align with local views and the network of 
waterways and open spaces to create an environment characterised 
by a balanced blend of spacious open character and modern urban 
living. 

The neighbourhood structure works with the land and water to 
form a series of distinct walkable living environments offering a 
diverse range of lot sizes and housing that is home to the resident 
community. 

The neighbourhoods are connected to the broader environment via 
a wider network of walking and cycling trails and pedestrian-friendly 
streets that offer convenient access to local destinations and regional 
attractions such as Clyde Creek major activity centre and the Royal 
Botanic Gardens.
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Potential Future Clyde Station

Distributed network 
of wetlands and 
drainage assets

Potential consolidation 
and/or realignment of 
existing waterways/flow 
paths 

Harvesting and 
reusing stormwater to 

irrigate street trees 

Harvesting and 
reusing stormwater to 

irrigate street trees 

Additional stormwater 
flow contained and 

managed within PSP area

High point with local 
and strategic views

Potential drainage outfall

Potential blue-green 
links across highway

Wildlife movement 
corridors provided 

between Royal Botanic 
Gardens and Green 

Wedge Zone

Potential blue-green 
links to Casey Fields 
sports facility

existing/planned wetland/
retarding basin

potential drainage corridor
(subject to further investigation)

potential wetland/retarding basin
(subject to further investigation)

existing flow path (subject to 
further investigation)

potential blue/green link
(subject to further investigation)

potential wildlife movement corridor
(subject to further investigation)

potential pedestrian/cycle shade-way
(subject to further investigation)

existing vegetation 
(subject to further investigation)

existing school

KEY

project boundary

200m 500m
N

DIAGRAM 1 Land, water & vegetation
Concept only – urban structure subject to further investigation and planning
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THEME 1 Land, water & vegetation
Planning objectives

1 To ensure stormwater is managed in an effective, efficient, and 
integrated manner 

2 To retain and protect features of the natural environment that 
make an important contribution to local character, amenity, 
culture and ecology.

3 To provide effective movement corridors for Southern Brown 
Bandicoot in accordance with the Implementation Plan for the 
Sub-Regional Species Strategy.

4 To ensure development incorporates the natural environment as 
a defining feature of neighbourhood structure and place-based 
character.

Priority place outcomes 
• Waterways, flow paths (including piped networks), and assets with 

a retention/detention function (i.e. wetlands, sediment basins etc) 
required for the safe and effective management of stormwater (in 
accordance with the Drainage Services Scheme) are identified and 
incorporated into the planned urban structure in a way that:

• meets the functional requirements of the Drainage Services 
Scheme (DSS)

• avoids or minimises adverse effects on downstream environments 

• provides an equitable distribution of assets between landowners 
(to the extent practicable)

• provides opportunity for the harvesting and/or re-use of 
stormwater

• supports enhanced placemaking and/or amenity outcomes.

• Landscape features and existing vegetation that make a 
significant contribution to character, amenity, cultural and/or 
ecological values are retained and protected. 

• Subdivision and development respond to the natural environment 
and landscape features in a way that:

• minimises change to the existing landform

• delivers opportunities to capitalise on existing or future 
biodiversity values 

• fosters the sense and experience of the natural environment into 
the planned urban character 

• appropriately acknowledges Aboriginal cultural values and 
incorporates the traditional story of Country 

• reinforces sense of place and legibility of the urban structure

• provides for increased provision of tree canopy cover in the 
public realm over time

• provides a sense of connection facilitates the movement of 
Southern Brown Bandicoot between Royal Botanic Gardens and 
the Urban Growth Boundary.  

Relevant PSP Guideline targets
High-quality public realm:

T13 – Potential canopy tree coverage within the public realm and 
open space should be a minimum of 30 per cent (excluding 
areas dedicated to biodiversity or native vegetation 
conservation). 

T14 – All streets containing canopy trees should use stormwater to 
service their watering needs.

T17 – IWM solutions should meaningfully contribute towards the 
actions and targets from the relevant Catchment Scale 
Public Realm & Water Plans and any relevant water-related 
strategies, plan, or guideline (including the Healthy Waterways 
Strategy 2018–2028).

Infrastructure co-ordination: 

T20 – Identify all basic and essential infrastructure with spatial 
requirements on the Future Place-based Plan (e.g. open space, 
schools, community centres, integrated water management, 
etc.)
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Actions 
• Confirm whether sodic/dispersive soils are present and, if so, 

identify any potential management options and implications for 
infrastructure design and costings.

• Confirm any contamination issues relating to existing/historic land 
uses and identify any potential remediation requirements. 

• Confirm the waterways (alignment and width) required to:

• deliver the relevant DSS

• provide biodiversity corridors to facilitate the movement of 
local populations of Southern Brown Bandicoot through Devon 
Meadows. 

• Confirm the location and layout of retention/detention assets, and 
any additional infrastructure (e.g. piped networks), required to 
deliver the DSS and support enhanced placemaking outcomes.

• Identify a potential drainage outfall solution for the Devon 
Meadows precinct.

• Identify possible integrated water management/water sensitive 
urban design options to:

• Reduce the stormwater volume and mitigate adverse effects 
associated with runoff/flooding

• Consider opportunities for harvesting and/or re-use of 
stormwater.

• Identify any significant vegetation and biodiversity values that 
should be retained and protected in each precinct.

• Identify any significant landscape features that could be 
incorporated into the future urban form to reinforce place identity 
and legibility.

• Identify any culturally significant features that could be 
incorporated into the future urban form to acknowledge Aboriginal 
cultural values and incorporate the traditional story of Country.

• Identify any additional planning tools required to achieve the 
relevant targets identified under the PSP Guidelines.

Methods 
The above actions will be addressed through the following technical 
assessments, and in consultation with the relevant stakeholders/
government agencies:

• Land capability and utility servicing assessment

• Sodic soils assessment (if required)

• Development of the Drainage Services Scheme (to be led by 
Melbourne Water)

• Integrated water management assessment

• Aboriginal cultural values assessment

• Post-contact heritage assessment

• Arboricultural assessment

• Biodiversity assessment

• Landscape and visual assessment.
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Network of activity 

centres located to 
maximise walkable access 
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convenience needs 
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KEY

project boundary

existing activity centre

potential local services/daily needs
(subject to further investigation)

potential employment destination/node 
(subject to further investigation)

existing school

potential school
(subject to further investigation)

potential open space destination
(subject to further investigation)

potential wetland/retarding basin
(subject to further investigation)

place of worship (existing)

200m 500m
N

DIAGRAM 2 Activity & community
Concept only – urban structure subject to further investigation and planning
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THEME 2 Activity & community
Planning objectives

1 To provide convenient community access to everyday economic 
and social needs, services, and spaces.

2 To ensure that the location and design of quality of activity 
centres, community facilities and public spaces makes them 
inviting, attractive, and safe places to live, work and visit.

3 To encourage provision of activities conducive to a night-time 
economy in appropriate locations.

Priority place outcomes 
• A network of activity centres and community facilities, including

schools and open spaces are provided that:

• appropriately reflect and caters for the anticipated needs of the
community

• provides convenient, walkable access to everyday needs, services,
and recreation opportunities

• includes opportunities for after-hour activities and services
in appropriate locations that do not detract from residential
amenity.

• The location and design of activity centres, community facilities
and public spaces:

• emphasises their role as focal points for the community

• reinforces sense of place and legibility of the urban structure

• complements the planned activity and community-related
outcomes in adjoining neighbourhoods

• facilitates and encourages the opportunity for community
participation and social interaction.

Relevant PSP Guideline targets
High-quality public realm:

T11 The open space network should seek to meet the following 
minimum targets:

• Within residential areas (including activity centres):

• 10 per cent of net developable areas must be provided for
local parks and sports field reserves

• 3–5 per cent of net developable area must be set aside for
local parks

• 5–7 per cent of net developable area must be set aside for
sports field reserves

• Within dedicated employment and/or economic activity
areas, 2 per cent of the net developable area must be set
aside for local parks

T12 Open space and sports reserves should be located to meet the 
following distribution targets:

• A sports reserve or open space larger than 1 hectare
must be within 800 metres safe walkable distance of each
dwelling

• A local park must be within 400 metres safe walkable
distance of each dwelling

Services and destinations:

T18 The location of dwellings must achieve the following 
accessibility targets in relation to education and community 
facilities

• 70 per cent of dwellings must be within 800 metres of a
government primary school

• 100 per cent of dwellings must be within 3,200 metres of a
government secondary school
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• 80 per cent of dwellings must be within 800 metres of a
community facility

• 80 per cent of dwellings must be within 800 metres of a
health facility

Thriving local economies:

T19 80–90 per cent of dwellings must be located within 800 metres 
of an activity centre

Infrastructure co-ordination: 

T20 All basic and essential infrastructure must be identified on the 
Future Place-based Plan with spatial requirements.

Actions 
• Confirm the need for an additional activity centre and, if required,

identify a potential location that will support the emerging
community’s ability to live locally without detracting from the
Botanic Ridge activity centre.

• Confirm the number and level of schools required to be provided
and identify potential locations that will best support both the
existing and emerging community.

• Confirm the future plans for Lighthouse Christian College,
and determine how to best integrate the school with planned
employment outcomes in Casey Fields South.

• Identify any areas of cultural or heritage significant that can be
incorporated into the urban structure to foster place identity.

• Confirm whether any additional community and/or emergency
service facilities are required in the area and, if required, explore
opportunities for co-location.

• Confirm whether an additional active open space park is required
and identify potential locations that will best support both the
existing and emerging community.

• Identify the appropriate locations for local parks and open space
network.

• Identify any qualitative features that could be implemented
through the PSP that would support and/or enhance the delivery of
more diverse and inclusive community outcomes.

• Identify any additional planning tools required to achieve the
relevant targets identified under the PSP Guidelines.

Methods 
The above actions will be addressed through the following technical 
assessments, and in consultation with the relevant stakeholders/
government agencies:

• Economic and retail assessment

• Community infrastructure assessment

• Aboriginal cultural values assessment

• Post-contact heritage assessment

• Infrastructure cost assessment.
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DIAGRAM 3 Connection & transportation
Concept only – urban structure subject to further investigation and planning
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THEME 3 Connection & transportation
Planning objectives

1 To effectively integrate the transport network with existing and 
planned land uses and networks. 

2 To ensure the physical transport network is safe and efficient for 
its anticipated users. 

3 To encourage and support active and public modes of transport 
and reduce reliance on private vehicles.

Priority place outcomes 
• The transport network and land use are effectively integrated by a

street and pathway network that:

• provides a permeable network of logical and convenient
connections between key neighbourhood, community and
employment destinations

• includes a legible and efficient hierarchy of streets and paths

• provides safe and efficient transport infrastructure that is
designed to reflects the needs of its anticipated users, including
walking, cycling, public transport, private vehicles and freight

• responds to natural environment and landscape features to
reinforces sense of place and legibility of the urban structure.

Relevant PSP Guideline targets
Safe, accessible and well connected:

T5 The arterial road network must provide a 1.6km road grid with 
safe and efficient connections, adjusted where necessary to 
reflect local context.

T6 Off-road bicycle paths must be provided on all connector 
streets and arterial roads, connecting with the Principal 
Bicycle Network and Strategic Cycling Corridors where 
possible.

T7 All streets must have footpaths on both sides of the 
reservation.

T8 The street network must be designed to provide footpaths 
on both sides of the reservation with pedestrian and cyclist 
crossings provided every 400–800 metres along arterial roads, 
rail lines, waterways, and any other accessibility barriers.

T9 95 per cent of all dwellings must be located within either of the 
following walking distances:

• 800 metres to a train station

• 600 metres to a tram stop; or

• 400 metres to a future bus route or bus capable road.

High-quality public realm:

T15 Design of the street network must be capable of supporting at 
least 70 per cent of lots with a good solar orientation. 

Actions 
• Identify the potential future access points and internal street

network.

• Identify the potential location of future land uses and trip
generation areas, including employment and residential uses.

• Model the anticipated future traffic capacity requirements and
confirm the function and character of key streets and connections.

• Identify potential public transport routes and bus stop locations to
service the new residential and worker populations.

• Identify the primary pedestrian and cycling network.

• Confirm approximate the cost and allocation of required
transport infrastructure to be funded through the Infrastructure
Contributions Plan.

• Identify any additional planning tool required to achieve the
relevant targets identified under the PSP Guidelines.
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Methods
The above actions will be addressed through the following technical 
assessments, and in consultation with the relevant stakeholders/
government agencies:

• Strategic transport assessment

• Integrated transport assessment and transport modelling

• Infrastructure costing assessment.
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DIAGRAM 4 Employment
Concept only – urban structure subject to further investigation and planning
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THEME 4 Employment
Planning objectives

1 To provide a regionally significant destination for industry and 
business to grow and innovate.

2 To reduce the need for local workers to travel out of the region 
for employment.

3 To increase access to jobs by walking, cycling and public 
transport.

4 To create a flexible and adaptable urban structure that can 
accommodate multiple development horizons and attracting 
ongoing investment over time.

5 To ensure the structure of employment land is well-integrated 
with the surrounding environment, and that the location, scale 
and intensity of commercial and industrial activity is compatible 
with adjoining land uses. 

Priority place outcomes 
• The Casey Fields South precinct is a regionally-significant focal

point for industry and business in the South East Growth Corridor
that:

• accommodates a diverse mix of traditional and emerging
business and industries in a high-quality, high-amenity setting
attractive to business and workers

• complements the existing/planned network of commercial and
industrial activity centres.

• The location and layout of employment focused land:

• has a legible structure with a clear sense of place and well-
defined sub-precincts

• is flexible and adaptable to changing use, regeneration,
and intensification initiatives over medium and long-term
development horizons

• enables efficient use and development of land for industrial and
commercial activity in appropriate locations

• ensures land use and development is of a form, scale and
intensity that is compatible with adjacent land uses.

• A variety of services, activities and open spaces are provided that
deliver a high amenity environment for the local workforce.

• Opportunities for co-working and small office/home office
arrangements are provided in locations where they will make a
positive contribution to neighbourhood character.

Relevant PSP Guideline targets
Thriving local economies:

T10 The provision of land for local employment and economic 
activity should be capable of accommodating the minimum 
job density target of one job per dwelling located within the 
wider growth corridor.

T19 80–90 per cent of dwellings must be located within 800 metres 
of an activity centre.

Actions 
• Identify any potential areas of comparative advantage when

planning for employment land (for the Casey Fields South precinct
in particular).

• Identify any emerging trends in the development of contemporary
employment precincts and the local employment market that may
inform planning for employment land.

• Identify existing and anticipated future demand for industrial and
commercial land within the local area.

• Identify locational requirements for different types of employment
and the possible timeframes for the uptake of land.

• Identify implications of employment land-use projects at the sub-
precinct level
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• Identify any qualitative features of employment precincts that
would support/enhance the delivery of a more inclusive and diverse
employment environment.

• Identify where to best provide access to daily needs and services to
support the local worker population.

• Investigate implications of the proposed PSP on existing business
(and any potential broader economic impacts.)

• Identify any additional planning tool required to achieve the
relevant targets identified under the PSP Guidelines.

Methods
The above actions will be addressed through the following technical 
assessments, and in consultation with the relevant stakeholders/
government agencies:

• Economic and retail assessment.
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DIAGRAM 5 Neighbourhood character
Concept only – urban structure subject to further investigation and planning
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THEME 5 Neighbourhood character
Planning objectives

1 To ensure subdivision and development results in a coherent 
and legible urban structure that is contextually responsive and 
integrated with the surrounding environment.

2 To ensure the Casey Fields South precinct transitions over time 
to primarily commercial and industrial land use and activity.

3 To ensure the Devon Meadow precinct transitions over time to 
primarily residential, community, and recreational land use and 
activity.

4 To provide a range of housing and tenure options that will 
support a diverse and inclusive community

Priority place outcomes 
• Subdivision and development along the South Gippsland Highway

supports a sense of arrival at a destination.

• Casey Fields South precinct is a primarily employment-oriented
precinct characterised by:

• a flexible and adaptable street and block structure

• distinct sub-precincts/character areas

• an integrated network of waterways and open spaces that:

– provide functional stormwater management and drainage

– provide amenity for local workers

– facilitate active modes of transport

• a diverse mix of primarily commercial and industrial land uses,
with opportunity for above ground living in appropriate locations
that do not undermine the primary employment function of the
precinct

• a transition in scale and intensity between employment-oriented
areas and adjoining residential areas.

• Devon Meadows is a primarily residential-oriented precinct
characterised by:

• a series of residential neighbourhoods organised around a
densely vegetated character spine street

• a mix of housing densities and typologies with more intensive
forms of development located in areas of high amenity or where
they make a positive contribution to local character

• opportunities for co-working and small office/home office
arrangements in locations where they will make a positive
contribution to neighbourhood

• interfaces that actively mesh the transition between different
character areas

• a network of activity centres, community facilities and public
spaces that provide convenient community access to everyday
economic and social needs and services

• public spaces that incorporate the Aboriginal story of Country

• integrated network of waterways and open spaces that:

– provide functional stormwater management and drainage

– provide amenity for local residents and visitors

– facilitate active modes of transport through the precinct.

Relevant PSP Guideline targets
Viable densities:

T1 The PSP should facilitate increased densities with an average 
of 30 dwellings or more per Net Developable Hectare (NDHA) 
within:

• 400 metres walkable catchment of an activity centre or train
station

• 50 metres of open space, (both credited and encumbered
open space), boulevards and major public transport routes,
including but not limited to the Principal Public Transport
Network (PPTN) or similar
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T2 The PSP should facilitate increased densities with an average 
of 20 dwellings or more per NDHA across the entire PSP area

T3 The PSP should facilitate increased housing diversity, with at 
least three distinct housing typologies to be included in higher 
density areas (defined by T1). 

T4 Set a minimum target for provision of affordable housing in 
accordance with affordable housing policy, evidence, and 
guidance.

Actions 
• Confirm that all relevant civil utilities can be provided to the

required areas in both precincts.

• Identify any areas of cultural or heritage significant that can be
leveraged to foster place and identity.

• Identify any significant landforms and viewshafts that could be
incorporated into the future urban structure to reinforce place
identity and legibility.

• Confirm the potential urban structure and location of different
character areas in both precincts.

• Identify appropriate integration and transition of existing and
future land uses.

• Identity the appropriate location for variable residential densities.

• Identify any potential planning tools required to manage the
interface between different character areas.

• Identify any additional planning tool required to achieve the
relevant targets identified under the PSP Guidelines.

Methods
The above actions will be addressed through the following technical 
assessments, and in consultation with the relevant stakeholders/
government agencies:

• Land capability and utility servicing assessment

• Development of the Drainage Services Scheme (to be led by
Melbourne Water)

• Integrated Water Management assessment

• Aboriginal cultural values assessment

• Post-contact heritage assessment

• Arboricultural assessment

• Biodiversity assessment

• Landscape and visual assessment

• Economic and retail assessment.
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3 Next steps
We look forward to working with you on this project and appreciate 
your willingness to be involved in preparing the Casey Fields South 
and Devon Meadows PSP.

Project timeline 
You can stay up to date with the project on the VPA website. 
Information will be updated regularly to reflect the status of the 
project and any upcoming engagement events.

Technical assessments 
Additional studies need to be done to develop the draft place-based 
plan before the co-design workshop goes ahead later in 2022. Many 
of the technical assessments mentioned in this document have 
already been commissioned and are underway. 

Co-design workshop
All participants who attended the vision and purpose workshop are 
invited to join the co-design workshop.

The vision and purpose framework articulated in this document will 
be used to inform the draft place-based plan to be discussed at the 
co-design workshop. 

The purpose of the co-design workshop is to continue developing 
the vision for the precinct into actionable objectives that meet the 
emerging priority outcomes.   

Information from the co-design workshop will be used to refine 
and develop the draft plan further and take through to the agency 
validation phase. 

Following validation from agencies, the PSP will undergo public 
consultation, likely in 2023.

2022 2023 2024

Place-shaping

Plan preparation

Public engagement

Finalisation

Pitching sessions

Vision & purpose workshop

Co-design workshop

Exhibition

Planning panel

Gazettal

Note - project timelines are current estimates and may be subject to change 
as a result of technical or planning related issues
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APPENDIX 1 Vision & purpose workshop mural boards
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THEME PRIORITIES

Devon Meadows & Casey Fields South PSP

Vision & Purpose Workshop

EMERGING THEME 1

Land, water & vegetation

Casey Fields South is a flexible next-generation

employment environment that reflects the changing

needs of the evolving economy and local workforce. 

The heart of Casey Fields South is its compact urban core

that is a focal point for knowledge-based jobs and service

industries more protected from surrounding sensitive

uses. The core is formed around a grid of walkable urban

streets, waterways and green spaces that provide an

attractive and vibrant environment conducive to a high-

wage local workforce. 

Integrated with the core is a network of flexible

employment quarters that are home to innovative, value-

add businesses with synergistic relationships to the

existing industry sectors such as food production and agri-

tech. 

Employment focused land integrates with planned and

existing neighbouring residential communities through a

combination of strong physical connections, and

consistent urban character at the interfaces.

 The emerging vision for 
Devon meadows & Casey Fields South

Devon Meadows is an immersive peri-urban community that

makes the transition from high-intensity urban environment to

rural living. 

The precinct is anchored at either end by activity centres that

serve as the focal points for community life providing local

opportunities for shopping, education, community services,

and entertainment and recreation. 

Devon Road connects the centres and forms a densely

vegetated, character spine that forms a central organising

feature. Branching streets align with local views and the

network of waterways and open spaces to create an

environment characterised by a balanced blend of spacious

open character and modern urban living. 

The neighbourhood structure works with the land and water

to form a series of distinct walkable living environments that

offer a diverse range of lot sizes and housing that is home to

the resident community. 

The neighbourhoods are connected to the broader

environment via a wider network of walking and cycling trails

and pedestrian-friendly streets that offer convenient access

to local destinations nearby regional attractions such as

Clyde Creek major activity centre and the Royal Botanic

Gardens Cranbourne. 

Devon Meadows and Casey Fields South are unique working and living environments that

form the missing link between southern Cranbourne and the emerging communities, Clyde

Creek and Botanic Ridge. The precincts are a gateway between urban Melbourne and the

Gippsland region, merging the future of Casey's economic prosperity with contemporary

garden suburb living.

EMERGING THEME 2

Activity & community

EMERGING THEME 3

Connection & transportation

EMERGING THEME 4

Employment

EMERGING THEME 5

Neighbourhood character

Top Priorities

Validation

•

�

�

o

�

�

�

�

�

OPPORTUNITIES NOT CAPTURED

A significant area to the east of the

precinct as viewed from Clyde-

Fiveways Road is undulating and

unsuitable for large flat pads

typical of industrial/employment

areas.    

Ensuring housing

diversity and diversity

of lot sizes. Ensuring a

good mix of uses

among houses (open

space, shops, allied

health, other

amenities) 

Ensure space is reserved

for organic development in

future as community needs

change. We need to

provide the community with

an opportunity to express

themselves through the

creation of their own

environment -

placemaking. 

TOP PRIORITY

- Give thorough

consideration to the

constraint of

topography on the

practical development

of employment land.

Integration of

industrial and

residential land

uses around open

space within the

precinct 

OPPORTUNITIES/CHALLENGES

It may not be appropriate to fully

integrate Casey Fields and Devon

Meadows due to the variation of 

land use  and resultant traffic

within each precinct. Each

precinct should stand alone, but

with some connecting roads, key

pedestrain links etc, and

consideration of amenity.

Opportunity for the

co-location of

residential and

industrial uses

within an

integrated

precinct 

Character typologies

are appropriate and

are well grouped

according to logical

drainage schemes

and road network.

 OPPORTUNITY

Further consideration needs

to be given to alternative

uses, including residential,

that could better respond to

the landscape character

and future residential area

along Clyde-Fiveways

Road. 

Current industrial land

uses are to remain for

the foreseeable future

and should not be

inhibited by

residential

development

Ensure an interface

buffer exists

between future

Casey Fields

industrial sites and

residential Devon

Meadows

Interface buffer between

the properties outside

the UGB and the PSP

should be removed. Rural

lifestyle lots outside the

PSP already allow for this

transition (see imagery

on Near Map). 

Top Priorities

Validation

OPPORTUNITIES

The emphasis on fine grain pedestrian

activity area is perhaps misplaced

within an industrial precinct, although

opportunities for local facilities serving

the industrial area, such as cafes

abutting drainage features should be

highlighted e.g. Arco and Lot 88 cafes

in Dandenong South. Fine grain

pedestrian activity will more likley

occur in Clyde Town Centrte.

Opportunity to plan for land use in the interior of the precinct (higher

impact employment uses) and the interfaces of the precinct (lower

impact uses that are appropriate near adjacent residential). Interior

Areas key considerations: Subdivision controls to protect large

flexible sites for future intensive employment use Workshop this for

innovation ideas, explore appropriate interim uses such as:

� New urban agriculture concepts

� � Equine/greyhound-related

� � Construction industry-related

Catalyst uses

� � Early establishment of major employment uses

� � Education/training centres

 •� Interfaces to Residential North & East:

o� Early activation with appropriate interface uses such as

� � Place of assembly

� � Place of worship

� � Other community services (CFA, SES, etc)

� � New urban agriculture concepts

� � Farm sales or food truck pop-up sites 

� � Office/commercial related to surrounding agriculture, equine, and

sports sectors

Encourage opportunities

to activate the night time

economy in CFS

employment area (i.e.,

family friendly

recreational activities-

food trucks, after hours

shopping, shows etc.)

TOP PRIORITY

A well planned industrial

precinct meeting

industrial needs,

supplying land at a

competitive rate,  for

businesses servicing the

local area.

Opportunity for the

integration of

industrial land uses

which are currently

significant for Devon

within the future PSP

land use framework

Current significant

industrial uses in Devon

Meadows provide for over

100 employees

permanently placed

within Devon Meadows

with opportunity to

expand on this land use in

future 

Casey Fields South will require

significant buffers from the

proposed industrial uses,

which must be within Devon

Meadows or Clyde South as

the PSP is currently

constrained to the north.

Devon Meadows provides a

logical buffer opportunity to

allow this precinct to fully

develop

PSPs are a long term document

which can be amended and

modified as time goes on and as

development interests and land

uses change and evolve and are

not set in stone. Therefore, the

current and future use of sites

within Devon Meadows as

industrial sites should not be

constrained by planning for non

compatible uses 

ISSUES OPPORTUNITIES

The SEEC report findings

should guide the vision - e.g.

anticipated  floorspace

demand - e.g. 80% industrial. 

An applied Industrial 1 Zone

will make allowance for a

wide range of uses. Noting

that SGS will undertake

further analysis

OPPORTUNITIES

The core of the industrial

precinct has the ability to cater

for a range of uses separated

from surrounding residential

areas.  i.e. 53.10 uses, recycling

activies etc. Example - core of

Industrial 2 Zone in Dandenong

South.  Explore range of

industrial uses that may be

attracted to the area.

With CFS and other

employment hubs in the

local vicinity, rethinking

the merit in providing

more employment land in

a PSP marked for

residential development.

Top Priorities

Validation

Strive for high

amenity:

Walkable "blue-

green link"

corridors with

mature tree

canopy.

Ensuring the network

within the precinct 

connects to strategic

locations (rail

stations, facilities,

shops, green space

etc.)

TOP PRIORITY

The connection of Moores Rd

to South Gippsland Highway

will provide an important link

to Clyde South and relieve

the Fiveways Intersection.

Northern access into the

precinct should be provided

from this new road.

Devon Road should

include integration of

current heavy vehicle

movements and usage

to ensure that industrial

land uses can operate

unconstrained into the

future 

Encourage

convenience uses

at high profile

intersections

(Ballarto & Clyde-

Five Ways)

OPPORTUNITY

PEDESTRIAN/BICYCLE LINKS

-  Moores Road linking Devon

Meadows to Clyde South PSP,

the shortest route through the

employment area to connect

the two residential areas

- LInk to Casey Fields

Recreational Precinct - north

adjacent to school  and

drainage corridor

CONSTRAINT

- Employment traffic

and bicycle routes

should be separated. 

heavy vehilce traffic

and bicyles are not

compatible.  

ISSUES/OPPORTUNITIES/VISION

DOCUMENT

The  KEY challenge for the precinct is

it's remote location from the M1 freight

route.  This will impact land take up

and end users, and may determine

that most employment uses are locally

based serving local markets.

Locational constraints should be

further explored and understood, as

this will underpin  the direction of the

PSP. 

Reconsider widening of Craig

Road as further investigation

determined it is not necessary

to service the catchment.

Widening the road reservation

would be problematic for the

existing water pump station,

which would then need to be

realigned to the centre of the

road reservation.  

Top Priorities

Validation 

walkable corridors

connecting to

nearby activity

centres and the

urban-rural

interface (UGB)

Overlay a gender lens

through a Gender Impact

Assessment to ensure

development outcomes

are equitable for all (i.e.,

technical study to assess

this, especially for CFS) 

Celebrate,

maintain and

enhance

Aboriginal cultural

heritage through

story telling

reserve specific

land for places

were people can

connect ( Places of

assembly, places

of workship, etc) 

TOP PRIORITY

Locate community

infrastructure in

Devon Meadows for

ease of access and

allow integration into

residential area.

The placement of

community

facilities centrally

to both PSPs to

maximise the

catchment area

Encourage land uses

in the north east

sector that integrate

with the surroudning

residential

communities, such as

convenience uses

Ensure good

linkages from

employment

areas to

surrounding

residential areas

Location of activity

centre should not be

sited on current industrial

land uses as these land

uses are planned to

continue into the future,

constraining the uptake

of activity centre uses 

ISSUES/OPPORTUNITIES/ VISION

DOCUMENT

Casey Fields as an employment

area with large vehicle

movements etc, is not a suitable

location for community

infrastructure, which is more

easily and safely accessed in a

residential area.  (Residential and

employment areas have different

needs.) 

CHALLENGE

A web of green parks in Casey

Fields is innappropriate.  These

spaces in employment areas are

unlikley to have passive surveillance

on weekends or after hours. 

Limited 'lunch time' parkland is all

that is necessary in an employment

precinct. Key bicycle routes between

the residential areas are shown in

the transport section.

Population triggers should

be the determining factor

on the number of schools

required. Many surrounding

schools are well under-

capacity and reliant on the

Devon Meadows catchment

to reach full capacity

Summary document did

not mention provision for

Secondary School in

Clyde South.

Secondary school in DM

PSP may not be required

for this catchment. 

Botanic Ridge NAC is

already under

capacity. Further

expansion east into

DM PSP is not

necessary to provide

sufficient catchment

within the PSP.

Validation

OPPORTUNITY

Investigate the pitching

session information put

forward be Galileo on

cost of developing

sloping land. Significant

constraints need to be

fully investigated and

understood.

One big idea is: Celebration of

cultural heritage. The precinct

is rich in natural features, from

waterways, mature trees and

vegetation all the way to

significant biodiversity

travelling through from the

nearby gardens and down to

the coast. A story of Country

should be celebrated here.

Strive for high

amenity:

Walkable "blue-

green link"

corridors with

mature tree

canopy.

Work with Melb Water

and other agencies to

implement water

innovation practices

(IWM and WSUD)

throughout the precinct

- e.g. Tanderrum Way

WSUD 

Ensure that Casey

fields South

employment precinct

has a higher POS

contribution above the

standard 2%

recommended in PSP

guidelines

Prioritise essential

habitat for

biodiversity

species - this

should be a focal

point for the

precinct 

An offsite drainage

harvesting system further

south should be

investigated to help

alleviate nuisance

flooding within Devon

Meadows and help

achieve the higher water

quality standards

Ensure that residential

or industrial

development can occur

with the integration of

water and open space

to provide for high

amenity areas

TOP PRIORITY

Highly practical

drainage scheme

integrated with the road

network, which

manages wetland

provision equitably

amongst land parcels.  

Ensure that the

development of the

precinct does not

impact the current

operations of industrial

land uses within Devon

Meadows which are

state significant 

Innovative/best

practice drainage

solutions which

best utilises

existing MW assets

OPPORTUNITY

Improve mapping

of vegetation and

topography,

analyse slope

grade 

Opportunities for

colocation of land

uses and open space

around delivery of

water assets for

integrated open

space network

Opportunity to

utilise land outside

the PSP for MW

acquisitions for

potential drainage

solutions

ISSUE OPPORTUNITY

Drainage Scheme outcomes should

maximise utility of land parcels

within the employment area, and be

developed in concert with the

internal road network. Practical

outcomes would include use of

roads as overland flow paths. 

Wetland features should be

distributed equitably across the

precinct.

Drainage lines follow

natural contours of

the site, not best

drainage solution as

MW has not finalised/

completed their

investigation. 

Fragmented

landownership and

land uses could

impact holistic

delivery of

drainage strategy

Further

investigation

required into the

necessity for

bandicoot

corridors in DM

PSP

Overall vision and

theme should make

note of current state

significant industrial

and logistical

operations occurring

within Devon

Meadows

Local character defined by 'branching'

waterways and vegetation (first para

Vision document) is inappropriate in

Casey Fields, although this may be

ideal in  Devon Meadows.  Very

limited vegetation exists within Casey

Fields including along waterways, and

some drains shown on the plans are

minor paddock drains. This provides

the opportunity to manage drainage

alignmnets to maximise employment

land outcomes.

The vision document needs to articulate the

desire for a modern well designed industrial/

employment precinct meeting locational

needs including: 

- excellent  external and internal road access

with potential for 24 hour access and

operation,

- provision of extensive land areas  with

minimal grade  for ease of industrial

construction, and consideration of

alternative land use where land grade is not

suitable,

- maximizing provision of regular shaped

land parcels and road spacing, and

- associated services such as cafes for the

local workforce

Consider the relationship of

Casey Fields South to the

Clyde Town Centre PSP/

UDF and  Cranbourne East

PSP employment area

(immediately to the west),

e.g. these neighbouring

precincts already propose

office opportunities.

The importance of ease of

access for heavy vehilce

traffic in the employment

area should be a

fundamental objective of

this section of the PSP.

Attractive industrial

boulevard - Logis Estate

Dandenong South.

The PSP is split across Casey Fields South (industrial) and Devon Meadows

(residential).

Devon Meadows already has many employment sites which are likely to stay,

one example being Cartage Australia Truck Depot - over 200 jobs and

expanding. 

Also many flower growers and some chook sheds are located in the Devon

Meadows PSP providing jobs. 

These job numbers could then be taken into account and assist in  meeting the

employment brief for Casey Fields South.

If so, this would allow for a residential corridor on the Casey Fields South PSP,

thus linking the Devon Meadows PSP and Casey Fields residential areas. This

would also buffer the Christian lighthouse school from the industrial uses. 

This could then lead on to the architecturally designed pedestrian/bicycle bridge

that was suggested as one of the potential visions, linking the residential areas

across South Gippsland Highway.

  

This idea crosses into themes of connection/transport and neighborhood

character. 

 

Casey Fields and Devon

Meadows are very different

precincts and we would

encourage the preparation of

two separate but overlapping

documents, to ensure the

needs of both the employment

and residential precincts are

both fairly met. Noting that the

PSP for each precinct is

separately funded.

Top Priorities



BREAKOUT GROUP A

Devon Meadows & Casey Fields South PSP

Vision & Purpose Workshop

EMERGING THEME 1

Land, water & vegetation

Facilitator: Hugh Stanford 

Scribe: Zachary Powell

Subject Matter Expert: Jules Henly (VPA)

Subject Matter Expert: Lisel Thomas (Department of Education & Training)

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

The existing Melbourne Water

assets (17 hectares) plus land

in between is capable of being

reimagined

to be maximised for a high

quality and comprehensive

urban water /

open space outcome.

What is your top priority for this theme?

Protecting and enhancing

existing vegetation and trees (not

just waterways) and their

relationship to First Nations

Peoples - cultural heritage.

Weaving in the celebration of

stories of Country into the vision

as a key narrative and attraction

Consider relying

on the creek line

as a land use

boundary

Facilitator: Alastair Jaffray 

Scribe: Jake Koumoundouros

Subject Matter Expert: Chris Braddock (VPA) 

Subject Matter Expert: Laurence Newcome (Melbourne Water)

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

There is an opportunity to

utilise the existing MW

owned parcels for more

than drainage i.e. active

open space and other

community facilities.

Facilitator: Lenice White

Scribe: Stephanie Chen 

Subject Matter Expert: Tina Webb 

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? Future direct link

to Pakenham

Bypass (via Bells

rR)

What is your top priority for this theme?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Facilitator: Julia Weyhe

Scribe: Matthew Simmons 

Subject Matter Expert: Henry Kassay

Facilitator: Zoe Forbes

Scribe: Catherine O'Brien 

Subject Matter Expert: Goksel Karpat

Casey Fields South is a flexible next-generation

employment environment that reflects the changing

needs of the evolving economy and local workforce. 

The heart of Casey Fields South is its compact urban core

that is a focal point for knowledge-based jobs and service

industries more protected from surrounding sensitive

uses. The core is formed around a grid of walkable urban

streets, waterways and green spaces that provide an

attractive and vibrant environment conducive to a high-

wage local workforce. 

Integrated with the core is a network of flexible

employment quarters that are home to innovative, value-

add businesses with synergistic relationships to the

existing industry sectors such as food production and agri-

tech. 

Employment focused land integrates with planned and

existing neighbouring residential communities through a

combination of strong physical connections, and

consistent urban character at the interfaces.

 The emerging vision for 
Devon meadows & Casey Fields South

Devon Meadows is an immersive peri-urban community that

makes the transition from high-intensity urban environment to

rural living. 

The precinct is anchored at either end by activity centres that

serve as the focal points for community life providing local

opportunities for shopping, education, community services,

and entertainment and recreation. 

Devon Road connects the centres and forms a densely

vegetated, character spine that forms a central organising

feature. Branching streets align with local views and the

network of waterways and open spaces to create an

environment characterised by a balanced blend of spacious

open character and modern urban living. 

The neighbourhood structure works with the land and water

to form a series of distinct walkable living environments that

offer a diverse range of lot sizes and housing that is home to

the resident community. 

The neighbourhoods are connected to the broader

environment via a wider network of walking and cycling trails

and pedestrian-friendly streets that offer convenient access

to local destinations nearby regional attractions such as

Clyde Creek major activity centre and the Royal Botanic

Gardens Cranbourne. 

Devon Meadows and Casey Fields South are unique working and living environments that

form the missing link between southern Cranbourne and the emerging communities, Clyde

Creek and Botanic Ridge. The precincts are a gateway between urban Melbourne and the

Gippsland region, merging the future of Casey's economic prosperity with contemporary

garden suburb living.

EMERGING THEME 2

Activity & community

EMERGING THEME 3

Connection & transportation

EMERGING THEME 4

Employment

EMERGING THEME 5

Neighbourhood character

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

Form of industrial/

empplyment

development. Land has

slope whereas large

scale industrial likes flat

land. How is this

resolved?

What is your top priority for this theme?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Big opportunity to

create different

urban form

compared to

surrounding areas,

using new PSP

guidelines

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

Highway

location for

local

convenisnce

centre?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

Impact of slope on

land use

opportunties in

employment

context. Will create

various character

areas

What is your top priority for this theme?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Add in how to

get greateruse

of the existing

MWC assets

The existing northern

MWC basin is a former

quarry that couneeds to

be better used and

urbanised for safety and

efficiency

Note that the site at 35

Devon Road is marked

as being contaminated -

the site has been

rehabilitated fully and

should not have any

contamination issues 

Devon Road is currently

utilised by trucks and other

vehicles as part of current

land uses, the layout and

function of Devon Road

should not inhibit the ability

for these truck movements

Include comment

around competing

the residential

community of Devon

Meadows

Casey Fields South - Strive for high

amenity

•� Maximise tree canopy coverage on

public and private land

•� Walkable “blue-green link” corridors

connecting to nearby activity centres and

the urban-rural interface (UGB)

•� Investigate the quantum and distribution

of open space areas recommended in

PSP guidelines (i.e. explore increasing the

amount of POS contribution above

recommended 2%)

relating to the vision - agree that

devon road is a key spine, but i

suggest altering the language to

be more visionary. i.e. 'organising

feature' could be altered to

emphasise the importance of

protecting the spine and canopy

that marks it, rather than simply

being an organising feature

Consider strip shopping

destination to mark the

'spine' of devon meadows

along with vegetation, tree

canopy, cultural heritage

etc. And connect this to

walk ways and trails 

Current industrial site

which is to be utilised

for industrial uses into

the future under

existing use rights

Undertake more

detailed assessment of

existing vegetation to

create a hierarchy of

retention of vegetation a

Identify existing

remnant trees,

particularly where

they have

understorey as key

sites for potential

retention

Consideration for how to

transition between

different land uses on

each side of Sth

Gippsland Hwy - transition

from industrial to

residential? 

Locate constructed

waterways and wetland

assets at therural interface

where we can to implement

the Casey Urban Design

Guidelines for teh interface

Drainage as an

interface can

assist in

bushfire

management

Interface already

exists with smaller

green wedge

properties fronting

Browns and Facey

what role does zoning/

affordable housing have under

this theme? the further

investigation for planning tools

to achieve targets identified

under the guidelines should also

consider how to achieve social/

affordable housing that blends

in with the local area

No need for

interface within

UGB as

interface

already exists

outside UGB

Add existing

residential Nhs in

Botanic Ridge

precinct to show

wider linkages

Drainage assets and

buffers are an important

consideration in the

interface with existing

land given drainage

constraints downstream

Existing BR centre

can assist to service

DM community, and

has been planned to

do so.

Existing truck use has

opportunistically, has low

investment, largely gravel hard

stand.  Could be relocated to a

more appropriate location. 

Further investment here should

not be supported by the PSP. 

This is a long term plan, and

should not overreact to this use.

Ensure Sth Gippsland Hwy is the barrier

between employment and residential

uses. Devon Meadows is not identified by

any state policy framework as being

required for and should be clearly

identified as supporting as residential

population, despite legacy rural enterprise

uses which if encouraged to expand etc.

will impact the ability to deliver a thriving

residential community.  

Current use of the site on Devon

Road is crucial for the supply

chain of construction and

building products throughout

Melbourne and therefore needs

to be considered as a significant

asset, but would not deliberately

constrain any future residential

land

•� Gender impact

assessment of PSP (this is a

key innovation opportunity)

o� Employment

opportunities through a

gender equality lens

Opportunity for ped

operated lights at

Craig Road drainage

corridors to support

east west active

transport

Casey Fields South Objective 1: Facilitate jobs and activation

•� Opportunity to plan for shorter term and longer term horizons.

•� Opportunity to plan for land use in the interior of the precinct (higher

impact employment uses) and the interfaces of the precinct (lower impact

uses that are appropriate near adjacent residential).

•� Interior Areas key considerations:

o� Subdivision controls to protect large flexible sites for future intensive

employment use Workshop this for innovation ideas

o� Explore appropriate interim uses such as

� � New urban agriculture concepts

� � Equine/greyhound-related

� � Construction industry-related 

o� Catalyst uses

� � Early establishment of major employment uses

� � Education/training centres

•� Interfaces to Residential North & East:

o� Early activation with appropriate interface uses such as

� � Place of assembly

� � Place of worship

� � Other community services (CFA, SES, etc)

� � New urban agriculture concepts

� � Farm sales or food truck pop-up sites 

� � Office/commercial related to surrounding agriculture, equine, and sports

sectors



Climate

resilience

needs to be

considered  

•

�

�

�

o

�

This is a textbox...

•

o

�

�

�

�

�

�

Add ped

lights at

drainage

crossing here

also

We need to ensure that active

transport is encouraged through

appropriate bike lanes that link to

existing trails and paths, as well as fine

grain development that makes it easy

for people to access amenities without

a car. We need to create an

environment for people, not for cars.

Cycling paths to Clyde station should

be developed.

Opportunity for

special veg character

of Devon Road to be

continued south to

the east west

connector to link to

existing BR LTC

Enhance connections

with blue-green links

and celebrate the

cultural heritage of the

area through these

connections 

Casey Fields South Strive for

high amenity

•� Walkable “boulevard

treatment” roads and “blue-

green link” corridors connecting

to nearby activity centres and

the urban-rural interface (UGB)

There needs to be a

design treatment to the

highway to ensure

pedestrians can get

across safely and are

prioritised. Potentially a

lowered speed limit

There should be no

more connections

between new resi

and existing DM rural

residential community

Round

about

proposed

Council notes

Casey Fields

Blvd

intersection

concept

roundabout

Opportunity for east west

connector to have a non-

standard cross section to

mirror the BR PSP

crossections which have

more character than

standard

Craig Road

may need to

have a

bespoke

crossy

Activity Centre would not be

appropriately located here -

would be best suited more

centrally within the precinct

as this site is to be continue

to be utilised for industrial

uses in future

Potential for Secondary

School (if required) to

locate near existing BR

Centre on Craig Road. 

Would be central to its

catchment (as central as

possible at least)

Consider places of

worship/assembly along

this interface to create a

community heart +

emergency center to

deal with climate related

disasters (or other

disasters)

Opportunity for recreation

reserve to sit between the

two Melbourne Water

assets to create a larger

green lung for the area. 

Would have good east west

active transport connectivity

also.

Existing Church, could

fit well into a highway

based centre. 

Highway location

allows better servicing

of employment use to

the north.

Casey Fields South Achieve

design excellence

•� Embed Casey�s Employment

Land Design Guide in PSP 

o� Innovative built form and

public realm

o� Interface treatments

Missing from summary

doc: the need for this

PSP's ICP to fund

construction costs for

community facilities in

botanic ridge that will

service devon meadows

Locating activity centre,

needs to have regard to the

design of the employment

area also, it may be better to

locate something designed

to service employment on

north side as a first priority.

•� Investigate the quantum

and distribution of open

space areas recommended

in PSP guidelines (i.e.

explore increasing the

amount of POS contribution

above recommended 2%)

The PSP must explore the potential

opportunity to co-locate active,

passive,

water and recreational uses as key

priorities, that together will help

deliver an

exceptional place for the

community in the heart of the

broader Botanic Ridge /

Devon Meadows precinct.

The current LSIO responds to the

existing condition however this does

not reflect

the actual area impacted by

drainage following our investigation.

There are opportunities to manage

volumetric flows with major

stormwater

harvesting system down stream

outside of the PSP area.



BREAKOUT GROUP B

Devon Meadows & Casey Fields South PSP

Vision & Purpose Workshop

EMERGING THEME 1

Land, water & vegetation

Facilitator: Hugh Stanford 

Scribe: Zachary Powell

Subject Matter Expert: Jules Henly (VPA)

Subject Matter Expert: Lisel Thomas (Department of Education & Training)

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

design keeping

in mind

bandicoots

Facilitator: Alastair Jaffray 

Scribe: Jake Koumoundouros

Subject Matter Expert: Chris Braddock (VPA) 

Subject Matter Expert: Laurence Newcome (Melbourne Water)

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

- oppportunity to design

incorporating existing

natural assets (trees,

topography)

-Maximise tree canopy

coverage on public and

private land

water planning

innovation: 

Passive irrigation,

cooler urban

environment

Facilitator: Lenice White

Scribe: Stephanie Chen 

Subject Matter Expert: Tina Webb 

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Walkable "boulevard

treatment"  roads and

"blue-green link" corridors

connecting to nearby

activity centres and the

Urban -rural interface

Pedestrian friendly

crossings to

improve safety and

willingness to walk/

ride to activity

centres.

Good shared trail

connections along

waterways, linking to

boulevards or other

walkable streets and

activity areas/schools.

Facilitator: Julia Weyhe

Scribe: Matthew Simmons 

Subject Matter Expert: Henry Kassay

Facilitator: Zoe Forbes

Scribe: Catherine O'Brien 

Subject Matter Expert: Goksel Karpat

Casey Fields South is a flexible next-generation

employment environment that reflects the changing

needs of the evolving economy and local workforce. 

The heart of Casey Fields South is its compact urban core

that is a focal point for knowledge-based jobs and service

industries more protected from surrounding sensitive

uses. The core is formed around a grid of walkable urban

streets, waterways and green spaces that provide an

attractive and vibrant environment conducive to a high-

wage local workforce. 

Integrated with the core is a network of flexible

employment quarters that are home to innovative, value-

add businesses with synergistic relationships to the

existing industry sectors such as food production and agri-

tech. 

Employment focused land integrates with planned and

existing neighbouring residential communities through a

combination of strong physical connections, and

consistent urban character at the interfaces.

 The emerging vision for 
Devon meadows & Casey Fields South

Devon Meadows is an immersive peri-urban community that

makes the transition from high-intensity urban environment to

rural living. 

The precinct is anchored at either end by activity centres that

serve as the focal points for community life providing local

opportunities for shopping, education, community services,

and entertainment and recreation. 

Devon Road connects the centres and forms a densely

vegetated, character spine that forms a central organising

feature. Branching streets align with local views and the

network of waterways and open spaces to create an

environment characterised by a balanced blend of spacious

open character and modern urban living. 

The neighbourhood structure works with the land and water

to form a series of distinct walkable living environments that

offer a diverse range of lot sizes and housing that is home to

the resident community. 

The neighbourhoods are connected to the broader

environment via a wider network of walking and cycling trails

and pedestrian-friendly streets that offer convenient access

to local destinations nearby regional attractions such as

Clyde Creek major activity centre and the Royal Botanic

Gardens Cranbourne. 

Devon Meadows and Casey Fields South are unique working and living environments that

form the missing link between southern Cranbourne and the emerging communities, Clyde

Creek and Botanic Ridge. The precincts are a gateway between urban Melbourne and the

Gippsland region, merging the future of Casey's economic prosperity with contemporary

garden suburb living.

EMERGING THEME 2

Activity & community

EMERGING THEME 3

Connection & transportation

EMERGING THEME 4

Employment

EMERGING THEME 5

Neighbourhood character

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

Integrating and celebrating

Southern brown bandicoot

connectivity to Boanic

Ridge/Cranbourne Gardens -

unique local species,

specific habitat requirements

.

What is your top priority for this theme?

Devon Road - huge character

opportunity for community

spine- consider limited access,

built form, strong landscaping

and retention of existing veg in

cross-section design, location

for community facility spatial

planning 

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

the level of existing vegetation

and proposed drainage

corridors through the DM

precinct make it unique. need

to consider how we respond to

this opportunity in terms of

diversity of housing outcomes

and higher densities

Gender impact

assessment *key

innovation opportunity:

safe design of public

places, employment

opportunities through a

gender equality lens 

design for

rural 

community

connections: through

walkability.

To land (celebrate

Aboriginal cultural

heritage)

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

extension of Hummingbird Drive

to create community spine that

binds Botanic Ridge PSP and

builds that builds on existing

comm. facilities. Opportunity for

state secondary school here (if

required) - proximate to LTC

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? gender impact

assesment.

Employment

opportunities

through a gender

equality lens

What is your top priority for this theme?

Limit employment to Casey Fields. SGH provides a

logical, sensible buffer and transition between land

employment and sensitive land uses. There is no policy

support for Devon Meadows to be a major employment

hub (MICLUP, SEEC) - no further work is needed. 

The PSP needs to be strong and clear in terms of

desired land uses. This is important for existing

businesses within DM - but cartage operations are not

aspirational, long terms land use outcomes. These

should not dictate good planning decisions.

Connections to/from CF and DM are important for all

modes of transport getting to local employment

opportunities. 

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

opportunity to

plan for long

term and short

term horizons

Interfaces to

residential 

Early activation

with appropriate

interface uses

maximise utilisation of

the existing MW public

assets and land in

between - for unique

drainage / community

(AOS) and place making

outcome

opportunity to

leverage adjoining

stormwater assets in

placemaking outcomes

and potential AOS

(sporting facilities)   

potential

incorporation of

existing Manna Gums

and other vegetation

into drainage

corridors and Devon

Road

with increased densities and building

on character. how about not just open

space, but large community gardens

linked by shadeways to schools. and

including agriculture etc studies in

schools that tie the students to the

land, TO values and sustainability?

conrad

extensive shadeways that

connect activity centre, school

etc in this precinct into

neighbouring precincts

creating connection between

developments - conrad

create connections

through walkability -

shared use path

network connecting to

surrounding activity

centres  

convenience based retail in this

location (along SGH) is well placed

to service both DM and CFS

precincts, and could help

contribute towards delivering

effective transition of employment

to resi land uses ... and also

leverage exposure / movement

economy along SGH.



BREAKOUT GROUP C

Devon Meadows & Casey Fields South PSP

Vision & Purpose Workshop

EMERGING THEME 1

Land, water & vegetation

Facilitator: Hugh Stanford 

Scribe: Zachary Powell

Subject Matter Expert: Jules Henly (VPA)

Subject Matter Expert: Lisel Thomas (Department of Education & Training)

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

Vegetation

does not

exist,

cropping

area

Central 'waterwaus are

very minor and could be

managed through future

road drainage. No

vegetation along these

lines and should not be

considered as future

open space alignments

Stormwater

volume reduction

target need to be

met. i.e. infiltration

target?

What is your top priority for this theme?

More

accurate

mapping of

vegetation

required

Facilitator: Alastair Jaffray 

Scribe: Jake Koumoundouros

Subject Matter Expert: Chris Braddock (VPA) 

Subject Matter Expert: Laurence Newcome (Melbourne Water)

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Efficient drainage

network to support

industrial layout

and functionality

Equitably

distribute

stormwater

assets

Identify regional scale

stormwater harvesting

opportunity for open

space irrigation to

meet IWM and volume

reduction targets.

Incorporate passive

irrigation of street

trees to promote

shade way/pedestrian

links to amenities and

reduce heat island

effect

Facilitator: Lenice White

Scribe: Stephanie Chen 

Subject Matter Expert: Tina Webb 

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

Clearly defined

internal industrial 

road layout -

boulevard roads,

e.g. Logis

Boulevard

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Shade way/

tree line

network for off-

road bicycle

path

Key route

into

precinct

Facilitator: Julia Weyhe

Scribe: Matthew Simmons 

Subject Matter Expert: Henry Kassay

Facilitator: Zoe Forbes

Scribe: Catherine O'Brien 

Subject Matter Expert: Goksel Karpat

Casey Fields South is a flexible next-generation

employment environment that reflects the changing

needs of the evolving economy and local workforce. 

The heart of Casey Fields South is its compact urban core

that is a focal point for knowledge-based jobs and service

industries more protected from surrounding sensitive

uses. The core is formed around a grid of walkable urban

streets, waterways and green spaces that provide an

attractive and vibrant environment conducive to a high-

wage local workforce. 

Integrated with the core is a network of flexible

employment quarters that are home to innovative, value-

add businesses with synergistic relationships to the

existing industry sectors such as food production and agri-

tech. 

Employment focused land integrates with planned and

existing neighbouring residential communities through a

combination of strong physical connections, and

consistent urban character at the interfaces.

 The emerging vision for 
Devon meadows & Casey Fields South

Devon Meadows is an immersive peri-urban community that

makes the transition from high-intensity urban environment to

rural living. 

The precinct is anchored at either end by activity centres that

serve as the focal points for community life providing local

opportunities for shopping, education, community services,

and entertainment and recreation. 

Devon Road connects the centres and forms a densely

vegetated, character spine that forms a central organising

feature. Branching streets align with local views and the

network of waterways and open spaces to create an

environment characterised by a balanced blend of spacious

open character and modern urban living. 

The neighbourhood structure works with the land and water

to form a series of distinct walkable living environments that

offer a diverse range of lot sizes and housing that is home to

the resident community. 

The neighbourhoods are connected to the broader

environment via a wider network of walking and cycling trails

and pedestrian-friendly streets that offer convenient access

to local destinations nearby regional attractions such as

Clyde Creek major activity centre and the Royal Botanic

Gardens Cranbourne. 

Devon Meadows and Casey Fields South are unique working and living environments that

form the missing link between southern Cranbourne and the emerging communities, Clyde

Creek and Botanic Ridge. The precincts are a gateway between urban Melbourne and the

Gippsland region, merging the future of Casey's economic prosperity with contemporary

garden suburb living.

EMERGING THEME 2

Activity & community

EMERGING THEME 3

Connection & transportation

EMERGING THEME 4

Employment

EMERGING THEME 5

Neighbourhood character

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

A discrete residential

area on steeper land-

will deliver a preferred

character outcome for

views along Clyde-

Fiveways Road and

from the  Clyde South

future residential area

What is your top priority for this theme?

Recognition of

industrial nature of

precinct- large lots,

large flat pads etc. 

Smaller clustering of

service based

businesses along

main roads

Modern employment

industrial precinct -

key well presented

roads - similar to

Logis Boulevard,

Dandenong 

The Vision needs to be revised to incorporate the

findings/direction of the SEEC report for industrial land. 

We consider this to be a significant omission.  The Vision

should embrace the needs of industry now and in the

future, whilst acknowledging that a wide range of uses

can be permitted within an industrial precinct.  

Facilitating ease of  transport routes and access for heavy

vehicles will be a  key and practical necessity within the

precinct .

Recognising the importance of land form in facilitating

ease of industrial development is paramount.

The purpose of the Clyde Major Activity Centre is not

acknowledged, with the two areas performing quite

different functions.  

A high wage workforce is an admirable aim but may not

reflect true outcomes within an industrial precinct.,

perhaps it is more a '' broad spectrum of employment

opportunities".

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Moores Road

is key visual

entry to the

precinct from

the highway

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

 

What is your top priority for this theme?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Very little if any need for

community infrastructure

within the Employment PSP.

This is better placed in

Devon Meadows or Clyde

Town Centre. The Industrial

1 Zone will provide

opportunities for gyms,

dance classes, swim

schools etc

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Incoporate blue-green

infrastructures wthin

the activity centre to

engage the

community  and

provide buffer at the

interface.

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

Opportunity for limited residential

area on steeper topography - not

practical for industrial uses which

require large flat sites. The

Commercial 3 zone provisions of

50% residential floor space at

upper level is not practical for

Casey Fields.  This is more

feasible in say Cremourne, where

land values and density can

justify upper floor residential.

Night time

entertainment

preferred in

Clyde Activity

Centre

Potential for Commercial

Activity Centre as a

transition  to eastern

residential area. 

Restricted retail sales 

 along Clyde-Fiveways Rd

could also be pursued with

ease of access for

consumers.

What is your top priority for this theme?
The SEEC report floor

space findings should

underpin the vision.    eg. 

 80% industrial precinct

based on projected

floorspace analysis . We

understand that SGS will

undertake further

assessment. 

The PSP needs to

unambiguously plan for an

industrial precinct,  and

industrial needs .  

An applied Industrial 1 Zone

will allow for a very wide

range of employment uses  -

industrial, restricted retail,

hotel, entertainment etc 

Good examples -

Logis Boulveard,

Donnybrook Rd

Donnybrook

Opportunity for big box

retail with good access

off Moores Road access,

would integrate well with

residential area. Possible

hotel location in

prominent locaiton

Follow-up questions for project team?

Casey Fields and Devon Meadows are

entirely different land use concepts - this

should be made clear in documentation,

and the two PSPs prepared separately.

e.g. the approach to providing a 'green

web' within Devon Meadows may be

appropriate, but unlikely to be practical on

an industrial scale in Casey Fields, similarly

off road bicycle paths are a safer option in

an industrial precinct whilst  road bicycle

lanes may be suitable in a residential area.

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
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An industrial precinct

by its very nature is

vehicle dominated,

this should be

planned with key

boulevard roads and

not denied.

The core of this industrial

precinct has the potential to

provide for 53.10 uses with

separation from nearby

residential use, and can better

cater for nightime vehicle

movements and 24hour

operations.  The term core

rather than heart  is more

commonly used for the centre of

an industrial precinct

site of

pedestrian

crashes

Consideration to

constraints with Craig

Road Widening (Water

Pump Station centre

of proposed road

realignment).

Consider how this

intersection integrates

with the existing school.

Potentially try to

encourage trucks to

enter the precint from

SG HWY.

High profile site and

uses should suit that

Greater investigation

and further study as to

whether Craig road

widening is required

to service community

major

destination

Gateway into Casey Fields

South PSP. This corner

should act as gateway and

the transition between the

existing residential zones

and employment zones.

Uses should not complete

with future Clyde MTC. 

Botanic ridge NAC

under capacity.

Caution around

expansion into DM

PSP. 

Best location

for NAC,

gateway into

the PSP

With CFS marked as an

employment PSP, it

shouldn't be necessary

to extend employment

into the DM. There is an

oversupply of

employment land in the

SEEC.  

Appropriate

grouped

character in

DM PSP

Concerned the interface

encroaches within the

UGB. Rural lifestyle lots

provide sufficient buffer

as envisioned by Casey

Urban Design Interface

Gude

Further

investigation

into the

necessity for

bandicoot

corridors

A high number of jobs per

hectare should be focused

on areas that have

accessability the the Clyde

MTC& Future Train Station.



BREAKOUT GROUP D

Devon Meadows & Casey Fields South PSP

Vision & Purpose Workshop

EMERGING THEME 1

Land, water & vegetation

Facilitator: Hugh Stanford 

Scribe: Zachary Powell

Subject Matter Expert: Jules Henly (VPA)

Subject Matter Expert: Lisel Thomas (Department of Education & Training)

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

drainage created by farmers -

who/what are they currently

servicing, how does development

occurring affect properties relying

on drain? phasing of

development in PSP, existing

drainage and future drainage

assets to be considered.

What is your top priority for this theme?

Facilitator: Alastair Jaffray 

Scribe: Jake Koumoundouros

Subject Matter Expert: Chris Braddock (VPA) 

Subject Matter Expert: Laurence Newcome (Melbourne Water)

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
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IWM

opportunities to

reduce the

issue of

volume.

Facilitator: Lenice White

Scribe: Stephanie Chen 

Subject Matter Expert: Tina Webb 

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

Road sits considerably

higher than the adjoining

land - considering

drainage, it is difficult to

have a connection road

through

The location of the

local roads represent

more permeability

along the southern

side of the precinct.

Not so much in the

northern side.

What is your top priority for this theme?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Pedestrian

bridge

overpass

connecting

precincts.

Connection

Urban Rural

Interface Design

Guide - street

cross section

types

Facilitator: Julia Weyhe

Scribe: Matthew Simmons 

Subject Matter Expert: Henry Kassay

Facilitator: Zoe Forbes

Scribe: Catherine O'Brien 

Subject Matter Expert: Goksel Karpat

Casey Fields South is a flexible next-generation

employment environment that reflects the changing

needs of the evolving economy and local workforce. 

The heart of Casey Fields South is its compact urban core

that is a focal point for knowledge-based jobs and service

industries more protected from surrounding sensitive

uses. The core is formed around a grid of walkable urban

streets, waterways and green spaces that provide an

attractive and vibrant environment conducive to a high-

wage local workforce. 

Integrated with the core is a network of flexible

employment quarters that are home to innovative, value-

add businesses with synergistic relationships to the

existing industry sectors such as food production and agri-

tech. 

Employment focused land integrates with planned and

existing neighbouring residential communities through a

combination of strong physical connections, and

consistent urban character at the interfaces.

 The emerging vision for 
Devon meadows & Casey Fields South

Devon Meadows is an immersive peri-urban community that

makes the transition from high-intensity urban environment to

rural living. 

The precinct is anchored at either end by activity centres that

serve as the focal points for community life providing local

opportunities for shopping, education, community services,

and entertainment and recreation. 

Devon Road connects the centres and forms a densely

vegetated, character spine that forms a central organising

feature. Branching streets align with local views and the

network of waterways and open spaces to create an

environment characterised by a balanced blend of spacious

open character and modern urban living. 

The neighbourhood structure works with the land and water

to form a series of distinct walkable living environments that

offer a diverse range of lot sizes and housing that is home to

the resident community. 

The neighbourhoods are connected to the broader

environment via a wider network of walking and cycling trails

and pedestrian-friendly streets that offer convenient access

to local destinations nearby regional attractions such as

Clyde Creek major activity centre and the Royal Botanic

Gardens Cranbourne. 

Devon Meadows and Casey Fields South are unique working and living environments that

form the missing link between southern Cranbourne and the emerging communities, Clyde

Creek and Botanic Ridge. The precincts are a gateway between urban Melbourne and the

Gippsland region, merging the future of Casey's economic prosperity with contemporary

garden suburb living.

EMERGING THEME 2

Activity & community

EMERGING THEME 3

Connection & transportation

EMERGING THEME 4

Employment

EMERGING THEME 5

Neighbourhood character

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

Interface between

future waterways and

industrial areas - risk

of industry uses

resulting in

waterways filled with

litter. Poor amenity.

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
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Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Sustainability in

subdivision and

ESD in built

form

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

Enhanced connection

and interface

between workers and

the drainage assets.

Improve amenity. 

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

Waterway corridor as

pedestrian/worker/cycling

links. Can enhance other

networks.

will a road link

these two

intersections?

Roads need to

include culverts

for bandicoot

connectivity /

corridors

Aligning roads so

that it doesnt carve

of small portions of

land that would then

be undevelopable

Key

destination

area

need to provide

walk/cycle paths to

Clyde,

perpendicular to

waterways which

are NW-SE

roads providing drainage

conveyance from

upstream to downstream

(across roads), as

waterways maybe running

through roads.

Open space /

leverage

drainage

infrastrujcture

for high amenity

drainage created

by farmers/land

owners and are not

natural water

courses or

depressions.

multiple waterways

along the drains

rather than one large

one at the bottom of

the catchment to

allow development

Urban Rural Interface

Treatments as outlined

in the urban rural

interface design guide

- bandicoot corridors

consideration of

consequences of

properties backing

onto the PSP

boundary from

drainage

perspective?

opt 1: Density done

well - given the

existing stretch of back

fences, appropriate

density to create a

hard edge

opt 2: blue green links,

open space trails and

amenity for local and

regional communities to

create a transitional use

to the green wedge

interface

Hard edges to the

Devon Meadows

rather than forcing

GWZ land to

integrate with the

PSP

Council has investigated some

good practice precedence -

document will be shared with

VPA & team 

- Braeside Waterways, Kingston

- Atjerton Estate, Toolern PSP

- Armstrong Creek, Geelong

Refer to urban rural

interface design guide

for preferred interface

treatments and street

cross sections

High exposure along

S Gipp Highway,

maximise access

where possible and

higher order built

form

provide service

lanes along

SGipss Hwy

and not back

fences

southern

gateway to the

city and so

boulevard

treatment and

gateway feel

Respect the

topography with

not all access via

Sth Gipp Hwy.



BREAKOUT GROUP E

Devon Meadows & Casey Fields South PSP

Vision & Purpose Workshop

EMERGING THEME 1

Land, water & vegetation

Facilitator: Hugh Stanford 

Scribe: Zachary Powell

Subject Matter Expert: Jules Henly (VPA)

Subject Matter Expert: Lisel Thomas (Department of Education & Training)

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

Cultural heritage

values in devon

meadows

precinct

What is your top priority for this theme?

Facilitator: Alastair Jaffray 

Scribe: Jake Koumoundouros

Subject Matter Expert: Chris Braddock (VPA) 

Subject Matter Expert: Laurence Newcome (Melbourne Water)

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
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under road fauna

crossings to

connect precincts

across the

highway

Maximize the

retention of native

vegetation.

Particularly larrge old

trees, throughout

devon meadows

precint 

Facilitator: Lenice White

Scribe: Stephanie Chen 

Subject Matter Expert: Tina Webb 

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
(hold Alt + drag to make a copy) 

investigate blue-green

corridor linking RBGC to

green wedge/ future

Clyde Regional Park to

benefit both  the

biodiversity and the

community (i.e. engineer

to be wide enough)

Additional

lower or higher

order roads 

Facilitator: Julia Weyhe

Scribe: Matthew Simmons 

Subject Matter Expert: Henry Kassay

Facilitator: Zoe Forbes

Scribe: Catherine O'Brien 

Subject Matter Expert: Goksel Karpat

Casey Fields South is a flexible next-generation

employment environment that reflects the changing

needs of the evolving economy and local workforce. 

The heart of Casey Fields South is its compact urban core

that is a focal point for knowledge-based jobs and service

industries more protected from surrounding sensitive

uses. The core is formed around a grid of walkable urban

streets, waterways and green spaces that provide an

attractive and vibrant environment conducive to a high-

wage local workforce. 

Integrated with the core is a network of flexible

employment quarters that are home to innovative, value-

add businesses with synergistic relationships to the

existing industry sectors such as food production and agri-

tech. 

Employment focused land integrates with planned and

existing neighbouring residential communities through a

combination of strong physical connections, and

consistent urban character at the interfaces.

 The emerging vision for 
Devon meadows & Casey Fields South

Devon Meadows is an immersive peri-urban community that

makes the transition from high-intensity urban environment to

rural living. 

The precinct is anchored at either end by activity centres that

serve as the focal points for community life providing local

opportunities for shopping, education, community services,

and entertainment and recreation. 

Devon Road connects the centres and forms a densely

vegetated, character spine that forms a central organising

feature. Branching streets align with local views and the

network of waterways and open spaces to create an

environment characterised by a balanced blend of spacious

open character and modern urban living. 

The neighbourhood structure works with the land and water

to form a series of distinct walkable living environments that

offer a diverse range of lot sizes and housing that is home to

the resident community. 

The neighbourhoods are connected to the broader

environment via a wider network of walking and cycling trails

and pedestrian-friendly streets that offer convenient access

to local destinations nearby regional attractions such as

Clyde Creek major activity centre and the Royal Botanic

Gardens Cranbourne. 

Devon Meadows and Casey Fields South are unique working and living environments that

form the missing link between southern Cranbourne and the emerging communities, Clyde

Creek and Botanic Ridge. The precincts are a gateway between urban Melbourne and the

Gippsland region, merging the future of Casey's economic prosperity with contemporary

garden suburb living.

EMERGING THEME 2

Activity & community

EMERGING THEME 3

Connection & transportation

EMERGING THEME 4

Employment

EMERGING THEME 5

Neighbourhood character

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
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Opportunities for open

space to compliment that

of Cranbourne Botanic

Gardens. possibly taking

some of the pressure off

due to increased

population

how to

integrate

the school

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

GREAT

IDEA

What is your top priority for this theme?

provide high amenity

that encourages use

by the community

after hours and that

attracts businesses to

Casey Fields South

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
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Bushkinder and Nature Play

opportunities. Highly sought

after spaces at RBG putting

some pressure on the site as

more and more demand

grows in this field. Carrying

capacity will be reached for

such activities within RBG

eventually

Additional ideas or opportunities? 

Other matters for further investigation? 

What is your top priority for this theme?

getting the

requirements within

the PSP right: what is

the zoning? what are

requirements/

guidelines/ objectives/

intents?

Follow-up questions for project team?

Drag and drop sticky notes on the map
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With the biodiversity and

recreational opportunities, I

imagine land management

and open space

management job

opportunities will arise.

Personal trainers, and other

past time, recreational type

jobs and businesses -

scooter/bike hire, etc

appropriate

interface

treatments to

all directions

look at the

precincts

from a

Gender

Equity lens

refer to Amstel/

Canopy as a good

example to retain

and incorporate

trees/ vegetation

safe pedestrian

connection to

Clyde Major

Town Centre/

Train Station

existing land

use and

transition to

residential

walkable

amenities 

Walkable

catchment to

local activity

centre

Ensure this part of the

PSPS provides

flexibility to

landowners and

allows for market

based decisions on

future development of

land.

How will res

land in the

south connect

to employment

land to the

north?






